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Everything's Eventual features Dinky Earnshaw -- a 19-year-old pizza boy -- who gets hired by a

mysterious stranger for a unique and totally "eventual" (awesome) job. Read by Justin Long. 

Autopsy Room Four The last thing Howard Cottrell remembers is entering the woods to find his golf

ball. He wakes up as he is being rolled into an autopsy room. Read by Oliver Platt.  In The Little

Sisters of Eluria Roland is a gunslinger in a deserted town when he gets ambushed. Read by Boyd

Gaines.  In Luckey Quarter Darlene is a single mom struggling to raise two kids on her income as a

chambermaid in Reno. When Room 322 leaves her a quarter for a tip, Darlene lets that quarter take

her for a ride. Read by Judith Ivey.  The Road Virus Heads North tracks an author who buys a

creepy painting at a yard sale which was painted by a metal-head neighbor just before he

committed suicide. Read by Jay O. Sanders.  Intense, eerie, and instantly compelling, these five

stories announce the stunningly fertile imagination of perhaps the greatest storyteller of our time.
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King's first collection of short stories since 1993 ("Nightmares and Dreamscapes") shows the horror

master still at the top of his game. There isn't a dud in the bunch. King chose the order of the stories

by shuffling all the spades in a deck of cards plus the joker; and the serendipitous result, he says,

created a nice balance between "the literary stories and the all-out screamers." But these stories are

already a nice balance in themselves: eerie and spare, chilling and vivid, full of strong voices and

real characters getting a jolt of terror out of an ordinary day.Like the horror writer in "The Road Virus

Heads North," who stops off at a yard sale on his way home. Or the divorcing couple who get the



true measure of one another in a bloody encounter with a maitre d' in "Lunch at the Gotham

CafÃ©." Or the woman in the acidulous marriage whose sense of dÃ©jÃ  vu keeps getting

sickeningly stronger on her second honeymoon in "That Feeling, You Can Only Say What It Is In

French."An O.Henry prize winner (and one of King's least favorite stories), first published in "The

New Yorker," reveals the roots of an old man's fear in a boyhood encounter with the devil on an

idyllic stretch of trout stream in rural Maine. Another "New Yorker" story, "All That You Love Will Be

Carried Away," is a poignant, haunting tale of a lonely traveling salesman whose graffiti collection

engenders a life or death dilemma.The story King says is his favorite, because of its unexpected

shift from humor to horror, "L.T.'s Theory of Pets," turns on a gruesome twist at the end, which didn't

stick with me half so much as the chilling aftermath of a choice forced on a college kid during his

hitchhiking encounter with Death in "Riding the Bullet," first made famous as an e-book.
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